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YEARS 
4 – 6

CURRICULUM LINKS: 

English: science fiction texts, features of literary texts, world 
building (setting), characterisation, voice, language variation, 
language devices, visual language 
Themes: loss, survival, loyalty, belonging, language

SESSION:

HOW FAR WOULD YOU GO TO  
GET HOME?

9.50AM – 10.35AM

A kidnapping, an alien society and

one girl’s fight to survive. These are just a few 

of the ingredients in Cally Black’s immersive 

thriller  

In the Dark Spaces. Cally’s award-winning work 

has been praised for its raw, vivid originality. 

In this session, Cally unpacks her compelling 

novel and talks about world-building and the 

next generation in sci-fi. 

CURRICULUM LINKS: 

English: fantasy texts, adventure stories, graphic novels, 
characterisation, point of view, visual language, language & 
visual choices, text cohesion devices, setting 
Visual art: use of visual art elements, personal response to 
artwork of others, use of visual arts language 
General capabilities: Creative and critical thinking

SESSION:

IT’S HOME TIME

10.45AM – 11.30AM

Set in his home town of Perth

and furnished with a portal to an alternate 

realm, Campbell Whyte’s graphic novels 

unearth a richly imagined world of strange 

plants, creepy gumnut babies, and magic cups 

of tea. Join Campbell and the characters of his 

incredible work, Home Time, a labour of love 

10-plus years in the making; in an exploration 

of his latest creation Home Time: Beyond the 

Weaving. 

CURRICULUM LINKS: 

English: science fiction texts, dystopian fiction, fantasy, 
point of view, perspective, literary techniques, character 
development
Themes: magic, science, faith, betrayal, love, honour, empathy

SESSION:

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE SKY

12.15PM – 1.00PM

New York Times best-selling author Amie 
Kaufman is a Young Adult favourite for her 

original style and magnetic storytelling. Join 

Amie as she shares her new novel The Other 

Side of the Sky, co-written with Megan Spooner, 

a genre bending mix of fantasy and science 

fiction, exploring the collision of technology 

and magic, science and faith.
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Bren MacDibble (Cally Black) 

Bren MacDibble was raised on farms all over New Zealand, so is an 

expert about being a kid on the land. After 20 years in Melbourne, Bren 

sold everything, and spent two years living and working in a bus 

travelling around Australia. She recently parked her bus in Kalbarri on 

the beautiful west coast, where she now manages a holiday villa. In 

2018, How to Bee - her first novel for younger readers - won the 

Children's Book Council Book of the Year Award for Younger Readers, 

the New South Wales Premier's Literary Award Patricia Wrightson Prize 

for Children's Literature, and the New Zealand Book Awards Wright 

Family Foundation Esther Glen Award for Junior Fiction. In 2019 The Dog 

Runner won the New Zealand Book Awards Wright Family Foundation 

Esther Glen Award for Junior Fiction. Bren also writes for young adults 

under the name Cally Black. Her latest middle-grade fiction, Across the 

Risen Sea, was published in August 2020. 

 

Across The Risen Sea 
Allen & Unwin 

Across the Risen Sea is an action-packed, compelling and heartfelt 

middle-fiction adventure, set in a post-climate change landscape, from 

the multi-award winning author of How to Bee. 

'It's one of them days when everything is off. A hot sweaty night in Rusty 

Bus means we kids is all grouchy-tired. Me and my best friend, Jaguar, is 

trying to cool down by taking turns at dipping in the sea pool. Him 

standing on the sea wall made from car frames and rocks on lookout for 

crocs, me swimming, then we'll swap places. We's always doing things 

as a team, him and me. We's gonna be the best fisher people and the 

best salvagers on the whole of the inland sea one day.' 
 

Neoma and Jag and their small community are 'living gentle lives' on 

high ground surrounded by the risen sea that has caused widespread 

devastation. When strangers from the Valley of the Sun arrive 

unannounced, the friends find themselves drawn into a web of secrecy 

and lies that endangers the way of life of their entire community. Soon 

daring, loyal Neoma must set off on a solo mission across the risen sea, 

determined to rescue her best friend and find the truth that will save 

her village. 

 www.macdibble.com | @macdibble  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Campbell Whyte  
 

Campbell Whyte was born in Perth and has lived here for most of his 
life. He works predominantly in comics and illustration using a mixture 
of traditional media such as inks and watercolour that are then 
combined with digital elements. 
 
His graphic novel series, Home Time is a distinctly Australian fantasy 
series set in Perth that has been met with critical acclaim. 
 
Campbell has been awarded the DCA Young People and the Arts 
Fellowship, a DCA Development Grant an Australia Council Jump 
Mentorship and an Australia Council Development Grant. Campbell 
has just released his YA graphic novel, Home Time, which Shaun Tan 
described as “Beautifully realised, funny, smart, weird and surprisingly 
epic in scope, Home Time is also just plain brilliant.” 
 
 

Home Time: Beyond the Weaving 
Penguin Random House 

 
Return to the astonishing world of talking peaches, magic tea, 
frightening wildlife, and threatening lizard tribes! The fantasy 
adventure too epic for one graphic novel finally reaches its conclusion. 
 
Home Time: Under the River ended with a disastrous tea ceremony 
which left six kids lost, scared, confused, and even burnt. Now, the 
second half of the Home Time saga picks up from that nerve-wracking 
cliffhanger, as the children leave the relative safety of Peach Village in 
search of medicine, answers, and hopefully, a way home. 
 
Equipped with a living map, a flask of hallucinogenic tea, and a plan so 
stupid it just might work, Lily, Amanda, Ben and Nathan will have to 
pull together at the very time they’ve drifted the furthest apart. 
 
Award-winning graphic novelist Campbell Whyte is back, with his 
signature kaleidoscope of art styles, to cast a new spell wrapping up 
the most whimsically fantastical journey in ages. 
 

www.campbellwhyte.com | @campbellwhyte 
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KEY CURRICULUM AREAS 
Learning Areas: English; History 
General Capabilities: Literacy; Critical and Creative 
Thinking; Personal and Social Capability 
 

REASONS FOR STUDYING THIS BOOK 
 Story forms: graphic novel, fairy tale, portal 

fantasy and literary reference 

 How the author develops character and motive 

 Researching history  

 Studying an unconventional fiction structure  

 Studying visual narrative techniques 
 

THEMES 
 Graphic novels 

 Friendship 

 Family 

 Sibling rivalry 

 Survival 

 Loyalty 

 Resilience 

 Australian fantasy 
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fantastic Penguin Random House Australia books can 
be used in the classroom, sign up to the teachers’ 
newsletter and follow us on @penguinteachers. 
 
Copyright © Penguin Random House Australia 2016 

 

Home Time 
Campbell Whyte 

PLOT SUMMARY  

The last school bell has rung in Perth and it’s finally 
home time! 

Even though they’re twins, Lilly and David don’t agree 
on much . . . except that the last summer before high 
school is the perfect time for relaxing with friends. 

But their plans for sleepovers, fantasy games, and 
romance are thrown out the window when the whole 
gang falls into a river and wakes up in a village of 
fantastic creatures. 

Hailed as magical spirits, threatened by lizards, and 
trained in the mysterious arts of tea-brewing, these 
kids must find their way home – if they don’t throttle 
each other first. 

With a kaleidoscope of art styles, graphic novelist 
Campbell Whyte makes his spectacular debut, loosely 
but lovingly inspired by the fantasy worlds of the 80s 
and 90s.  

http://www.penguin.com.au/teachers
http://twitter.com/penguinteachers
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
Campbell Whyte was born in Perth in 1984 and studied 
visual arts at Edith Cowan University. He has extensive 
experience developing and delivering high quality arts 
workshops for children and adults, as well as lecturing 
on comics theory for tertiary students. 

His work is  inspired by the fantasy worlds of 80s and 
90s pop culture including the animes Sailor Moon and 
Pokémon, the TV show Round the Twist and early video 
games such as Super Mario Brothers. He is interested 
in the ways our personal experiences intersect with 
cultural history and uses a mixture of traditional media 
such as inks and watercolour that are then combined 
with digital elements to tell his stories.  

His first major work, Home Time is set in Perth and 
describes the story of six primary school children who 
on the last day of school fall into the Swan River. When 
they finally wash ashore, they find themselves stuck in 
a strange land of fantastic dreams and forgotten 
things.  

Campbell is also one of the co-founders of the 
children’s art school, Milktooth Project Space, where 
he teaches comics making courses and runs the 
monthly Comics Maker Network for adults. He also 
works at the Western Australian Museum as an 
Engagement Officer, developing the fun interactive 
activities and programs for families and children to 
help them learn more about their world. 

Campbell has been awarded the DCA Young People 
and the Arts Fellowship, a DCA Development Grant 
and an Australia Council Jump Mentorship. 

AUTHOR’S INSPIRATION 

Campbell says: 

The idea for Home Time came to me when I was living 
with my wife in an artist collective in San Francisco. It 
was at the time that the last Harry Potter book was 
being released, all the artists in the house was having 
their books delivered on the day of release and we all 
locked ourselves away in our rooms to devour them. 
We all emerged after reading the book and talked 
about the series, what it meant to us, what was special 
about it and how it connected with our lives. 

Being so far away from Australia, and being absorbed 
in a book that was so thoroughly about England made 
me think about my home, the land I grew up in and the 
long history of that place. It made me want to tell a 
story of the magic of that place. Something that would 
capture my experience of growing up there, or all the 
things I loved and didn’t love and all of the media I 
consumed when I was little. 

I decided to use the classic children’s storytelling 
structure of a portal fantasy and apply it to my home 
town of Perth. I wanted to see what would be revealed 
when the storytelling device of The Lion the Witch and 
The Wardrobe, Peter Pan and The Wizard of Oz were 
used in an Australian context.  

The story was developed in little pieces over time, with 
characters, events, dialogue and visuals emerging 
slowly. I spent a lot of time reflecting on my memories 
of being in primary school and especially the fear and 
excitement of leaving to go to high school. I also did a 
lot of research into the history of Perth and all the 
interesting changes that it’s been through since 
prehistoric times through to today. 

There are a lot of influences on the book, which I was 
keen to identify early on and use as touchstones that I 
could refer back to as I went along. From the comics of 
Herge and Bill Watterson, to Super Nintendo games, 
Japanese animation from the 90’s to Australian 
landscape painting. It all came together to create a 
fantastical version of my childhood. 

PRE-READING QUESTIONS 
1. What do you know about fantasy stories? 

2. What do you know about comics? 

3. What do you know about the history of your home 
town? Do you know of any significant things that 
have changed? 

THEMES 

Friendship 

All of the children in the story have very different 
personalities, some of them get along very well with 
one another, while others can be quite rude.  

Family 

Some people are connected through family lines, such 
as David and Lilly, while others are connected through 
friendship, like Laurence and Ben. These connections 
are sometimes tested in different ways. 

Sibling rivalry 

Although David and Lilly are close to each other and in 
some ways very similar, they are also very competitive 
with one another and can seem sometimes very mean. 

Survival 

While the children are cared for in the forest, they 
struggle with being separated from their home and 
family. 

http://www.penguin.com.au/teachers
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Loyalty 

Most of the children are loyal to one another at the 
beginning of the story, but as they stay in the forest 
longer, they begin to keep secrets from one another 
and their goals start drifting apart. 

Resilience 

Some characters are more resilient to change than 
others and they all respond to it in different ways. 
David refuses to change, despite the new world he is, 
whereas Nathan embraces all the differences of the 
forest. 

Australian fantasy 

Home Time is set in a fantastical version of Australia, 
which mixes dreams, extinct animals and long lost 
buildings. 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

 If you found yourself trapped in a mysterious, 
enchanted forest, which friends would you like to 
be there with? Who do you think would be your 
most loyal companion? Imagine your friendships 
being tested by some of the scenarios Lilly and 
David find themselves in. How would you respond 
to having your friendships challenged in that way? 

 Home Time is a graphic novel. Think about other 
graphic novels, or comics, that you have read 
before. How is this one different or similar? Can you 
see any drawing techniques that the author has 
used that you have seen in comics before? Are 
there any that you have never seen in a comic 
before? 

 Look at how gender is presented in the book. Think 
of how David acting ‘tough’ affects his relationship 
with the other children and his attitude towards 
life. Look at how Nathan embraces life’s changes, 
including the way the Peaches dress. How does 
David respond when he sees Nathan wearing a 
skirt? 

 The author has an interesting background where 
they lived for a while in an artist collective in San 
Francisco with around 12 other artists, all working 
in different art forms. Can you imagine what that 
would be like? What do you think some of the 
benefits and challenges would have been?   

 The author says the book is loosely based on the 
fantasy world of 80’s and 90’s pop-culture. Can you 
find any connections to films, books and cartoons 
from that time? 

ACTIVITIES 

Text based activities 

Plant life 

The Peaches are sentient fruit creatures who are able 
to talk to plants. Imagine how different your life would 
be if you could converse with plants. Try writing a short 
story about your day and how that would be different if 
you could hear the plants talking as the wind blew past 
them. If the pollen in the air was sending you tiny 
messages. If the smell of flowers was a whispered 
secret. What would different plants tell you? What 
would you tell them? 

Social structures 

Examine the story to see how the society of the 
Peaches is structured. The Peaches are genderless fruit 
who run a society without any form of capitalism. 
Spend some time imagining the implications of this.  

How do the Peaches organise the work that needs to 
get done? What compels the Peaches to work if there 
is no monetary payment? 

Think about how capitalism and gender roles are 
expressed in our world. How do they determine the 
kinds of lives we lead? Write a story about your day 
highlighting how different our world would be if we 
didn’t have gender and capitalism. 

Through the portal 

Home Time is a piece of genre fiction that is called 
portal fantasy. In this genre, people travel to another 
world through a form portal. Can you think of any 
other stories that fit within this genre? What is similar 
to, or different about to those other stories? The 
author has set Home Time in Australia, how does this 
affect the story? 

Try identifying all the common tropes that Home Time 
features and which ones it subverts. 

Play the part 

In groups, practice staging one of the scenes from 
Home Time with each student playing the role of a 
character. Look at the physical body language and the 
staging of the characters as illustrated in the book. 
When attempting to embody the physicality of the 
character, what do you learn about them? Examine the 
facial expressions of characters in combination with 
how their dialogue has been illustrated (small lettering, 
large lettering, underlined words) to give you a clue as 
to how the dialogue should be delivered. 

 

http://www.penguin.com.au/teachers
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Obeying the rules 

The author has clearly set up an overall framework for 
the book. Study the book and try identifying what the 
‘rules’ of the book are, both overall and within each 
chapter. 

 Each chapter takes place in a different month. 

 Each chapter is told from the point of view of a 
different character. 

 Each chapter is set over a day. 

 Each chapter begins with a character waking up 
and ends at night. 

 Each chapter has a two page title spread. 

 Each chapter has a two page spread of 16 panels. 

 Each page is structured around a three tier layout. 

X marks the spot 

At the beginning of the book there is a map of the 
school that is annotated with personal memories. Try 
drawing a map of your own school in the same style 
and add your own memories to the locations they took 
place in. This is part of a process called psycho-
geography, which was formally defined by Guy Debord 
in 1955. 

You might want to draw your own map of the school, 
or annotate an existing map. 

Time keeps on slipping 

Each chapter of the book features a time stamp, clearly 
laying out when it takes place. Why do you think the 
author has done this? Using a calendar, map out how 
long the book takes place over. 

Between each chapter, time passes. Sometimes it’s 
only a day, but other times it’s almost a month. Use 
your investigative skills and try to imagine what 
happened between the chapters. Photos, diary entries 
and character dialogue will give you some clues. As a 
creative writing exercise, try writing a story about what 
happened during one of those days. 

Dear Diary 

Each chapter ends with a diary entry from Lily. What 
do the diary entries reveal about her experience in the 
new land? Does it also reveal plot details that 
otherwise you wouldn’t know? How do Lily’s private 
thoughts differ from the way she behaves around the 
other children? 

Imagine you have woken in the Forest of the Peaches, 
like the children did. It is your first night there and you 
have been left along to get to sleep. Write your own 
diary entry. 

Vanishing lives 

Chapter 4 features Ben venturing beyond the 
perimeter weaving where he explores the untamed 
woods. Beyond the weaving, there are a wide variety 
of animals that don’t live in the village. Many of these 
are drawings of extinct Australian animals from 
Western Australia. Research and identify as many as 
you can. Are there any animal species from your area 
that have gone extinct?  

Many of Australia’s largest animals, the prehistoric 
megafauna, are unfortunately now extinct. Research 
the different theories on why their extinction 
happened and write a persuasive argument for one of 
the theories. 

Visual literacy activities 

Snap Shots 

After most chapters there is a page featuring instant 
photos that Ben has taken. They reveal a little bit more 
about the characters and what they have been doing 
while in the Forest of the Peaches. Choose one of the 
photos and use it as inspiration for you to draw a one 
page comic. Use the 3 tier structure that the author 
used and try to capture the relationships between the 
characters. 

Pack your bags 

The characters in the book were lucky enough to have 
not only their school back pack with them when they 
were swept away, but also a bag full of things for the 
sleep over. Think about what you would pack if you 
were preparing for a trip into another world. Only 
include things that you have access to from home, that 
fit in your backpack and your parents would let you 
take.  Draw your backpack with all of the contents laid 
out like at the end of chapter one. 

Style guide 

Each chapter of Home Time is illustrated in a different 
style. Try to identify the different techniques and 
materials used in each chapter. What style of art was 
the author referencing in each chapter? What do the 
different styles reveal about each character? How 
different would the book be if it was all illustrated in 
one style? 

Pretty as a picture 

Chapter 6 heavily references the history of colonial 
Australian painting. Why do you think this is? What do 
you think the author is trying to achieve by doing this? 

Some panels recreate the landscape of a work and add 
the characters from Home Time within it. Other panels 
reuse the composition of the original painting, but with 

http://www.penguin.com.au/teachers
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all new details. Try to identify as many paintings as you 
can. 

Make some photocopy reproductions of existing 
Australian landscape paintings and draw/paint over 
them to make them take place in the world of Home 
Time. 

Camera Angles 

Comic artists are often described as using camera 
angles when composing images. Look through the 
book and try to find examples of different camera 
angles that are used.  Sketch out an example of each 
camera angle that is used.  Also identify some common 
camera angles that aren’t used, or are used very rarely. 
What can this tell us? 

Gone but not forgotten 

The fifth chapter of the book sees Nathan and David 
explore beyond the weaving and discovering that there 
are man-made buildings. These buildings are all 
historic buildings from Perth that have been 
demolished. Use the State Library of Western Australia 
online archives to try to identify as many buildings as 
you can. Choose one of the buildings and write a short 
report on it. 

Alternatively, try researching some of the lost historic 
buildings of your area. Pick one building and find as 
many reference images of it as you can. Draw an 
illustration of it and write a report on when it was built, 
what style of architecture it was built in, how it was 
used and why it was demolished. 

A matter of perspective 

The author uses isometric perspective throughout the 
book. Notable examples include the majority of title 
page spreads. This is a special kind of visual 
perspective where there is no vanishing point and 
instead, all angles run perpendicular to one another.  

Have students research different types of perspective 
including 1, 2 and 3 point, as well as isometric. Have 
them illustrate their classroom in each of the different 
styles. 

Have students trace back the history of isometric 
perspective and some great examples of its usage 
across time and cultures. 

 Early video games from the time when the author 
was a child. 

 Japanese floating world art. 

 Mechanical diagrams, including IKEA instructions. 

The Forest 

The Forest of the Peaches is based around the Mooro 
Katta and Kaarta Gar-up are, also known as Mount 
Eliza and Kings Park in Perth. The river that runs along 
the forest is the Derbarl Yerrigan, also known as the 
Swan River. 

The map at the end of the book shows a number of 
landmarks of the Forest of the Peaches that line up 
with landmarks in our world. The structure that the 
children initially wake up under is part of the State War 
Memorial Precinct. The tree house that the children 
live in is based on the DNA Tower. Other illustrations 
reference the Federation Walkway, the original Jacob’s 
Ladder, Fraser Avenue and many more sites. 

Try taking a map of your closest national park and 
reimagine it as a Peach forest. How can you reimagine 
landmarks in new way? Research any landmarks that 
are no longer there that you can include. 

EXCURSION IDEAS 

 Visit your local museum or historical society to 
learn more about how your town was different in 
the past. What buildings have been lost and how 
the land itself has been reshaped during the process 
of urbanisation. Where were the old lakes, 
wetlands, hills and valleys? 

 Visit a botanical garden and spend some time 
researching and sketching all the different plants 
that are there. Try to imagine how you might use 
them to create clothing and tools like the Peaches. 

 Visit a large national park, use a map to navigate 
between the notable landmarks and see all the 
interesting sites. Try to imagine the park is a Peach 
village, which trees would they live in, which 
landmarks can be reimagined as special Peach 
structures? Make notes on your map, sketch and 
photograph areas of interest. When you’re back in 
the classroom try redrawing the map in the style of 
a Peach village. 

 Visit your state art gallery and explore the 
Australian art section, especially from the colonial 
period. See if you recognise any works in there that 
were referenced in Home Time. Back in the 
classroom, research the works and try reimagining 
them into comic strips. What were the figures in the 
painting doing just before and just after the image 
in the painting? 

http://www.penguin.com.au/teachers
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FURTHER READING FROM PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE AUSTRALIA  

 

 

 

 

Percy Jackson and the 

Lightning Thief: The 

Graphic Novel 

by Rick Riordan 

 
Rick Riordan’s best-selling 
fantasy series as an exciting new 
graphic novel. 

Look, I didn’t want to be a half-
blood. I never asked to be the son 
of a Greek God. I was just a 
normal kid, going to school, 
playing basketball, skateboarding. 
The usual.  

Until I accidentally vaporized my 
maths teacher. That’s when 
things started really going wrong. 
Now I spend my time fighting 
with swords, battling monsters 
with my friends, and generally 
trying to stay alive. 

This is the one where Zeus, God of 
the Sky, thinks I’ve stolen his 
lightning bolt – and making Zeus 
angry is a very bad idea.  

Can Percy find the lightning bolt 
before a fully-fledged war of the 
Gods erupts? 

Artemis Fowl: The Graphic 

Novel 

by Eoin Colfer 

 
This new adaptation of Colfer’s 
genre-busting, award-winning 
novel is a perfect introduction to 
graphic novels for younger 
readers. 

This adaptation of his genre-
busting, award-winning 
novel Artemis Fowl has been a 
labour of love for lifelong graphic 
novel fan Eoin Colfer, and Andrew 
Donkin. Art by Giovanni Rigano 
and colour by Paolo Lamanna. 

Twelve-year-old Artemis Fowl is a 
brilliant criminal mastermind. But 
even Artemis doesn’t know what 
he’s taken on when he kidnaps a 
fairy, Captain Holly Short of the 
LEPrecon Unit. These aren’t the 
fairies of bedtime stories. These 
fairies are armed and they’re 
dangerous. Artemis thinks he’s 
got them just where he wants 
them, but then they stop playing 
by the rules . . . 

Northern Lights - The 

Graphic Novel Volume 1 

by Philip Pullman 

 
The first book in a stunning 
three-volume graphic novel 
adaptation of Northern Lights. 

 ‘Without this child, we shall all 
die.’ 

Lyra Belacqua lives half-wild and 
carefree among the scholars of 
Jordan College, with her daemon 
familiar always by her side. But 
the arrival of her fearsome uncle, 
Lord Asriel, draws her to the heart 
of a terrible struggle – a struggle 
born of Gobblers and stolen 
children, witch clans and 
armoured bears.  

As she hurtles towards danger in 
the cold far North, Lyra never 
suspects the shocking truth: she 
alone is destined to win, or to 
lose, the biggest battle 
imaginable. 

http://www.penguin.com.au/teachers
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Amie Kaufman  
 

Amie Kaufman is a New York Times and internationally bestselling author of 
young adult and middle grade fiction, and the host of the podcast Amie Kaufman 
on Writing. Her multi-award winning work is slated for publication in over 
30 countries, and has been described as “a game-changer” (Shelf Awareness), 
“stylistically mesmerising” (Publishers Weekly) and “out-of-this-world awesome” 
(Kirkus).  Her series include The Illuminae Files, The Aurora Cycle, The Other Side 
of the Sky duology, the Starbound trilogy, the Unearthed duology, the 
Elementals triology, and The World Between Blinks. Her work is in development 
for film and TV, and has taken home multiple Aurealis Awards, an ABIA, a Gold 
Inky, made multiple best-of lists and been shortlisted for the Prime Minister’s 
Literary Awards. Raised in Australia and occasionally Ireland, Amie has degrees in 
history, literature, law and conflict resolution, and is currently undertaking a PhD 
in Creative Writing. She lives in Melbourne with her husband, daughter, and 
rescue dog, and an extremely large personal library. 
 

The Other Side Of The Sky 
Allen & Unwin 

 
A magnetic and addictive tale of star-crossed love, inexplicable magic and an 
impossible choice. Science and faith collide in this tale of magic, destiny and the 
changing truths found through love by the award-winning authors of the 
bestselling Starbound trilogy. 
 
Two worlds, two hearts and a choice that will shape their fate forever. 
 

Prince North's home is in the sky, in a gleaming city held aloft by intricate 
unknown technology. But North believes his sky island is sinking. Its engines are 
failing, and the key to saving his home is to venture to the place the engines 
were first created. 
 

Nimh is the living goddess of her people on the surface, responsible for providing 
answers, direction - hope. But in the midst of the surface's worst crisis yet, a mist 
that spreads madness and poison, doubts have arisen among the people about 
Nimh's divinity. She must find a way to manifest her power - before she is 
overthrown, and all is lost. 
 

North's and Nimh's lives are entwined - though their hearts can never be. Linked 
by a terrifying prophecy and caught between duty and fate, they must choose to 
either save their people, or succumb to the bond that is forbidden to them. 

 

www.amiekaufman.com | @amiekaufmanauthor 

http://www.amiekaufman.com/
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Summary 

Two worlds, two hearts and a choice that will shape their fate forever. 

Prince North’s home is in the sky, in a gleaming city held aloft by intricate unknown 

technology. But North believes his sky island is sinking. Its engines are failing, and the 

key to saving his home is to venture to the place the engines were first created. 

Nimh is the living goddess of her people on the surface, responsible for providing 

answers, direction and hope. But in the midst of the surface’s worst crisis yet, a mist 

that spreads madness and poison, doubts have arisen among the people about Nimh’s 

divinity. She must find a way to manifest her power – before she is overthrown, and all 

is lost. 

North’s and Nimh’s lives are entwined – though their hearts can never be. Linked by a 

terrifying prophecy and caught between duty and fate, they must choose to either save 

their people, or succumb to the bond that is forbidden to them. 

Author style 

Told from a dual perspective – chapters alternate between Nimh and North’s view as 

events unfold – readers are drawn into the innermost thoughts of both main characters 

in a way that enhances their understanding and empathy. 

Use in the curriculum 

The Other Side of the Sky is Book 1 of a duology and is suitable for readers of high 

fantasy and science fiction genre study at secondary level. With vivid characters and a 

well written, fast-paced plot, it is likely to spark a lot of interest and enthusiasm. Senior 

students may find it useful for an independent study, comparing the book with other 

dystopian or science fiction titles. The well-known authors have a significant online 

presence, which can also assist research.  

September 2020 

ISBN 9781760637675 

Format: Paperback  

Recommended for 12-18-year-olds 
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Themes 

magic • science • love • honour • betrayal • faith 

Classroom discussion and application 

Before reading 

Literary techniques 

Answer the following questions relating to narrative hooks and other literary techniques used in 

the story: 

• A narrative hook grabs the reader’s attention so that they will keep reading. What hooks can 

you find in the opening chapter of The Other Side of the Sky? [Hint: consider foreshadowing 

in the form of prophecy, mysterious worlds, a sense of menace.] 

• If the purpose of an opening chapter is to draw the reader into the story and make them 

want to read on, how would you rate this chapter and why did you assign that rating? 

• How would you describe the tone of the first chapter? Does this tone continue or change 

when we are introduced to North in Alciel? What might the change of tone tell us about the 

two different characters? 

• Define the terms ‘dual narrative’ and ‘omniscient narrative’. Why do you think the authors 

have used a dual narrative in The Other Side of the Sky? How might the story have differed if 

they had used an omniscient narrative? Which narrative do you prefer to read in general? 

• Try writing some one of Nimh’s chapters from North’s perspective and vice versa. How does 

changing the perspective/POV affect the plot, characterisation and tone of the chapter? 

• Do you think this book would be as enjoyable from a single POV? Why/why not? If you had to 

choose to read it from only one POV, whose would it be and why? 

• Like the narrative, there are many dual elements in the novel, the most obvious being the 

coexisting worlds of Nimh and North. How many other dual objects or concepts can you find 

in the novel? [Answer for Teachers: North’s two mothers, the twin moons of Miella and 

Danna, two powerful forces – magic and science, the two goddesses – Nimh and Inshara]. 

Why do you think the (two) authors might have emphasised dualism in the novel? 

• Consider the following quote from the text. Who do you think this girl is and what do you 

think is going to happen next in the story?  

“After I have been brought before the man who returned twenty years ago from 

the other side of the sky. There are things to be said between him and I. He has 

much to answer for—and I have much to do here.” [p 471] 
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Writing exercise 

Organise students in pairs and have them devise the plot of a short story involving two people. 

[Allow students to come up with as many different scenarios as possible to make the exercise 

engaging.] Have one student write one paragraph of the story, then the other student follow on 

in the next paragraph. Continue until the story is completed. Discuss what some of the challenges 

were writing together, how it impacted on the shape and events of the story, and what, if any, 

benefits came out of the process. 

Character profiles 

Compile a character profile on Nimh and North. Note what we are told about each when they first 

appear in the story, and what we discover about each as the story progresses. Discuss whether 

both characters are transformed in the novel or whether one changes more than the other. 

Discussion Questions: 

• Which world would you choose to live in: Nimh’s, where magic reigns but people struggle 

against starvation and mist disease, or North’s bureaucratic and highly engineered world but 

where scientific knowledge has been forgotten? 

• To what extent do you think the novel is successfully exploring the conflict between faith 

(religion?) and science? 

• Do you feel any sympathy for Inshara given she has suffered during her childhood? 

• In what ways are Nimh and Inshara similar and in what ways are they different? 

• In what ways is Nimh and North’s search for their place in the world like other YA novels you 

have read? 

• Who do you think is the most interesting character in the novel? 

 

After reading 

After finishing the novel, design a new cover to incorporate as many of the story’s key themes as 

possible. Remember, covers are more than an image, so carefully consider other aspects such as 

the font you want to use, the size of the title and authors’ names, perspective and framing. Pitch 

your cover idea to the rest of the class and explain why you have chosen each of these elements. 
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